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Abstract 
Felix and Lemaire’s geometric mapping theorem for the Lusternik-Schnirelmann cate- 
gories of simply connected spaces implies the mapping theorem both in the rational and 
tame homotopy theory. In this paper we prove a mapping theorem for some nonsimply 
connected spaces which implies the geometric mapping theorem. A duality of the geometric 
mapping theorem is also exhibited. In addition, we give a strong version of the geometric 
mapping theorem. 
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1. Introduction 
A well-known mapping property of the Lusternik-Schnirelmarm category is that 
if a map f : X * Y admits a left homotopy inverse, then cat X 6 cat Y. Relaxing 
the requirement that f has a left homotopy inverse, Felix and Halperin prove in 
[3] that if f : X + Y is a map between simply connected rational spaces which is 
injective on homotopy then cat X G cat Y. In [4], Felix and Lemaire give a simple 
topological proof of the rational mapping theorem above. This argument also gives 
a mapping theorem in the tame case. They prove the following 
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Geometric mapping theorem. Let f : X --f Y be a map between simply connected 
spaces. Assume that the induced homomorphism rt .+ ( f ) on homotopy groups is split 
injective and that OY has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Maclane 
spaces. Then 
cat XG cat Y. 
We naturally ask how far such a mapping property can be extended to nonsim- 
ply connected spaces. 
The basis of the geometric mapping theorem is the lemma [4, lemma 21: Let 
f : X + Y be a map between simply connected spaces. If Of admits a left 
homotopy inverse, then cat X G cat Y. As is proved in [4], if r.+.(f) is split 
injective and flY has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Maclane 
spaces, then Of admits a left homotopy inverse. In Section 2, we will first give a 
criterion for a map to admit a left homotopy inverse (Proposition 2.6). As a 
corollary to this criterion, we easily get a mapping theorem for L-S categories of 
nonsimply connected spaces. 
Theorem I (Proposition 2.7). Let f : X --) Y be a map between CW-complexes and Y 
an H-space. Suppose that the induced homomorphism rr _+ (f > on homotopy groups is 
split injective and that Y has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Maclane 
spaces. Then 
cat X G cat Y. 
This result covers the geometric mapping theorem. In Section 3, we improve the 
conclusion of the geometric mapping theorem. Indeed, we may replace cat XG 
cat Y by cat X = cat f when Y is a well-based space (the base point admits a 
categorical neighborhood). 
As a duality of the geometric mapping theorem, Section 4 gives the following 
Theorem II (Proposition 4.5). Let f : X + Y be a map between simply connected 
spaces. Zf the induced homomorphism r.+(f) is split surjective and OX has the 
homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces, then 
cat Tf G cat X, 
where Tf denotes the mapping fibre off. 
The main intermediate result in establishing Theorem II is Proposition 4.3: Let 
f : X--f Y be a map between simply connected spaces. If Of admits a right 
homotopy inverse, then cat Tf G cat X. Applying Proposition 4.3 to a fibration 
F f E SZ?, we see that if E and B are simply connected and fip admits a right 
homotopy inverse then cat F 6 cat E. In [2] Fade11 and Husseini prove the same 
result under the assumption that 01, admits a cross section. 
Finally, in Section 5, using the mapping properties of the L-S category we 
derive several simple relationships between the categories and the homotopy 
groups of some special spaces. 
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Throughout this paper, all spaces have the base points, generally denoted by * . 
We use the locution “‘FAE -c: B is a fibration” to mean that p : E + B is a 
fibration, that F is the fibre over the base point *, and that i : F - E. For a map 
f : X -+ Y, let Tf f If 5 Y denote the fibration obtained by making f into a 
fibration, where If = {(x, w) E X X Y’: f(x) = o(O)), Tf = {(x, wf EX X Y’: f(x) 
= w(O), w(l) = * } (the mapping fibre of f) and p(x, w) = w(l). 
2. A mapping theorem for nonsimply connected spaces 
Suppose Y is an H-space and p : Y X Y + Y the product in Y. Let P,, P2 : Y X Y 
-+ Y be the natural projections. The induced homomorphisms 
r*(P,), r*(Pz):“*fYxY) +,-*(Y> 
represent the group rr,(Y X Y) as the direct product n-*(Y) X z*(Y). Indeed, we 
have the foliowing isomorphisms: 
where &al, [PI) = Kar x /3)0 Al, dlhl) = ([I’, 0 Al, IP, 0 hl), u = T-’ and A: S* 
-ts* X&S” is the diagonal map. 
Let it, i, : Y -+ Y x Y be the natural inclusions. The homomo~h~sms r,(i,), 
v * (i,) : r ih (Y) -+ 7r * (Y x Y) induce the dual representation as a direct sum. Since 
p,(p)0 r*(ir) =71.*(g)” r*(i2f = 1, we have 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Y, p and (T are as aboue and C$ , C$ the direct s~mmands 
of T*(Y) such that Ci @Cz =T*(Y), then 
?T*(/_L)IcT(C:, XC~):a(C:, xc:) -,?r*(Y) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Consider the composition 
r*(P>oa:r*(Y> XT*(Y) -+r*(Y). 
We see from r*(p) = n,(Pt) + n,(P,> that 
G(P>~M, [PI) = [Q+-w+A] + [Phw)oA] 
= bl -I- [PI. 
Therefore r* (E_L)I~(C~ x C”,) is an isomorphism of ,(C!+ XC:) with n-,(Y). 
0 
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It is also easy to verify: 
Lemma 2.2. Let f : X + Y, g : X’ + Y. If the induced homomorphisms r*(f) and 
r,(g) are injective, then rr,(fX g): r.(XXX’) -+ T,(Y X Y) is an isomolphism 
of rr.(XXX’) with a(~,(fX7r,(X)) X rr*(g)(rTT*(X’))). 
Definition 2.3. Let C, be a subgroup of T&Y), q = 1, 2,. . . . We say that (C,) is 
realized by a space X and a map f : X + Y, if the induced homomorphism r&f > is 
an isomorphism of T&X) with C, for every q. 
Remark 2.4. (i) It is easy to check that if a space Y has the homotopy type of a 
product of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces and r,(Y) is Abelian, then for any subgroup 
C, of r&Y), 9 = 1, 2,. . . , {CJ can be realized. 
(ii) A space Y is called N-anticonnected if TV = 0 for all q 2 N. Suppose Y is 
(n + l)-anticonnected. Consider the following sequence of subgroups of the homo- 
topy groups of Y: 
c = any subgroup of rr,(Y), q=n, 
4 
i 0, q Zn. 
We know from [S, 6.39 (ii)] that {C,} can be realized by an Eilenberg-Maclane 
space UC,, n) and a map f: K(C,, n) + Y. 
Lemma2.5.Letf:X-tY,g:X’-,Y.SupposeYisanH-spaceand~:Y~Y~Y 
the product in Y. If the composition p 0 (f X g) : X X X’ --f Y is a homotopy equiva- 
lence, then f and g have left homotopy inverses. 
Proof.Let ~:Y+XXX’beahomotopyinverseof~o(fxg)andG:XxX’xl 
-+XxX a homotopy from 4 O(/J o(f X g)) to the identity map lxxx,. Define 
f’:X+Y by po(fXg)(xx(r). Notice that uo(fxg)[xx,*l equals to the com- 
position 
where c : Y + * is the constant map and the definition of (1, c) is natural 17, p. 341. 
Since Al o(l, c) is homotopic to the identity map 1, hence f’ is homotopic to f. 
Define F:XxI*X by 
F(x, t) =PoG(x, * ; t) 
where P : X XX’ +X is the natural projection to X. We see from 
F(x, 0) =PoG(x, *; 0) =P~+~(u~(fxg))(x, *) 
that F( , 0) : X + X is equal to P 0 C#J 0 f ‘, hence is homotopic to P 0 4 0 f. F( , 1) 
is the identity map, therefore I,/J = P 0 $I 0 f is a homotopy equivalence and 
I,- ’ 0 P 0 4 is a left homotopy inverse of f. Similarly g also admits a left homotopy 
inverse. 0 
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Proposition 2.6. Let f : X + Y be a map between CW-complexes and Y an H-space. 
Assume that the induced homomorphism r*(f) : 3r,(X> --f r,(Y) is split injective 
(thus r,(X) and r,(Y)/r,(X) are direct summands of r*(Y)> and that the 
sequence {C * = r * (Y )/rr * (X)} of subgroups can be realized by a CW-complex X’ 
and a map g : X’ + Y. Then f admits a left homotopy inverse. 
Proof. Consider the map 
fXg:XXX’-+YXY. 
From Lemma 2.2 we know that ~.(fXg):~*(XXX’)~~.(YXY) is an iso- 
morphism of rr,(XxX’) with a(rr,(fXr,(X)) X a,(g)(r*(X’l)). From 
Lemma 2.1, r .+ (~1 induces an isomorphism of u(z-* (f )(r* (X1) X 
rr,(g)(a,(X’)>) with r,(Y). Therefore p o(f xg) is a weak homotopy equiva- 
lence, hence a homotopy equivalence. The proposition follows from Lemma 2.5. 
0 
As a corollary to Proposition 2.6 and Remark 2.4(i), we get immediately the 
mapping theorem for nonsimply connected spaces which is stated in the introduc- 
tion. 
Proposition 2.7. Let f : X + Y be a map between CW-complexes and Y an H-space. 
If rr,(f) is split injective and Y has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg- 
Maclane spaces, then 
cat X < cat Y. 
Applying Proposition 2.7 to the induced map Of: 0X-j fly, we may deduce 
the geometric mapping theorem. 
If the induced homomorphism H, (f > on homology groups is split injective, we 
have the same conclusion as Proposition 2.6. Unlike Proposition 2.6, however, we 
do not assume Y is an H-space in the following proposition. Similarly the 
sequence {C,} of subgroups of homology groups of Y is said to be realized by a 
space X and a map f : X + Y if H,( f ): H,(X) --f H,(Y) is an isomorphism of 
-H,(X) with C, for every q. 
Proposition 2.8. Let f : X + Y be a map between CW-complexes. If the induced 
homomorphism H,(f > on homology groups is split injective and the sequence 
{C, =H*W)/H,Wl f b o su groups of the homology groups of Y can be realized by 
a CW-complex X’ and a map g : X’ + Y, then f admits a left homotopy inverse. Thus 
cat X < cat Y. 
Proof. Let f I g : X V X’ + Y be the map defined by the characteristic property of 
the sum (i.e., (f _L g) lx = f, (f I g) Ix, = g). Because H, (X V X’) can be repre- 
sented as a direct sum H,(X) @ HJX’), H,(f Ig): H(XVX’) - H,(Y) is an 
isomorphism. From Whitehead’s theorem we see that f I g is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Since XV X’ and Y are CW-complexes, f-L g is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. This implies that f has a left homotopy inverse. q 
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3. A strong version of the geometric mapping theorem 
In this section we give a strong version of the geometric mapping theorem. To 
state the result, we first recall several notations. A space is said to be categorically 
well based if the base point * admits a categorical neighborhood [61. The category 
cat f of a map f : X -+ Y is the minimum cardinality k with the property that X 
may be covered by k open subsets (UJ such that the maps flu, are nullhomotopic, 
cf. [1,6]. The following propositions are obvious: 
(i) cat f< min(cat X, cat Y}, 
(ii) cat f = cat g if f is homotopic to g, 
(iii) the category of the constant map is one. 
We exhibit here a mapping property of the categories related to a fibration that 
will be needed in the proof of the version: Let F AE 5 B be a fibration with 
path-connected well-based base space B and path-connected fibre F. Then cat E 
G cat i. cat p [6, Proposition 7.51. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose f : X --f Y is a map between simply connected spaces and Y 
well based. If Of has a left homotopy inverse, then 
cat X= cat f. 
Proof. In making f into a fibration: T flZf:Y, p is equivalent in the homotopy 
category of maps with range Y to the original map f, hence cat f = cat p. In the 
fibration sequence of the map f: 
since flf has a left homotopy inverse, 9 is nullhomotopic [4, Lemma 11. The map 
p’ : Zf + X defined by p’(x, o> =x, is a homotopy equivalence. Since q is the 
composition TfAZf%X, i is also nullhomotopic. Hence cat i = 1. Since X and Y 
are simply connected, Tf is path-connected. Applying the mapping property above 
to the fibration Tf 5 If 1: Y, we have cat X = cat If G cat i . cat p = 1 . cat p = 
cat f. This proves cat X = cat f. q 
From this proposition, we get immediately the following form of the geometric 
mapping theorem. 
Corollary 3.2. Let f : X ---) Y be a map between simply connected spaces which is split 
injective on homotopy. If fiY has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Mac- 
lane spaces and Y is well based, then 
cat X = cat f. 
We now give an example which shows that the conclusions of the geometric 
mapping theorem and Proposition 2.6 may fail if rr*(f > is injective, but not split 
injective. 
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Example 3.3. Let Q denote the additive group of the rationals and Z the additive 
group of the integers. The inclusion i : Z + Q is injective, not split injective. There 
exists a map 
K(i): K(Z, n) -K(Q, n) 
such that r,JK(i)) = i. If 12 > 1 is odd, then cat K(Q, n) < m [9, Theorem 4.141 and 
cat K(Z, n) = cz [l, Proposition 4.61. Hence cat K@, n> > cat K(Q, n). 
4. The dual case 
In this section, our object is to investigate the dual case related to the right 
homotopy inverse. 
The verification of the following lemma is easy. 
Lemma 4.1. Let F&E 5 B be a fibration with E, B simply connected. If i is 
nullhomotopic, then cat E =G cat B. 
Proposition 4.2. Let f : X + Y be a map between simply connected spaces. If fi f has 
a right homotopy inverse, then cat Tf G cat X. 
Proof. Let u : RY - OX be a right homotopy inverse of Of. Since 0X is 
path-connected, there exists a path u from a( * ) to * in 0X. Thus there exists a 
map a’ : fiY + 0X such that u is freely homotopic to (T’ along u [lo, (1.4), p. 993. 
We then get a base point preserving right homotopy inverse u’ of Of. Let 
be the fibration sequence of the map f. Consider the exact sequence [lo, 6.12*, 
6.18*, p. 1391: 
[ RY, fix](oL)# [fly, flY]2[0Y, Tf]. 
Since Of 0 (T’ = l,,, [ll E Im(nf )# = ker(k,). Thus k is nullhomotopic. Applying 
Lemma 4.1 to the fibration 0Y: Tf:X, we have cat Tf < cat X. q 
In particular, we have 
Corollary 4.3. Let F: E f: B be a fibration with E, B simply connected. If $2~ 
admits a homotopy section (right homotopy inverse), then cat F < cat E. 
Remark 4.4. Fade11 and Husseini prove that if Op admits a section and E is 
path-connected, then cat& G cat,& for any subset Q c F 12, Corollary 2.41. In 
particular, cat F G cat E. In this case, E, B needs not be simply connected. 
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By an argument similar to that used to prove the geometric mapping theorem, 
we get the dual mapping theorem stated in the introduction. 
Proposition 4.5. Let f : X + Y be a map between simply connected spaces which is 
split surjective on homotopy. Assume RX has the homotopy type of a product of 
Eilenberg-Maclane spaces. Then Of admits a right homotopy inverse. Hence 
cat Tf s cat X. 
Proof. Let r: rTT*(flY) + n-,(flX) be a right inverse of rr,(f> and 
h : K(rJRX)) + OX a homotopy equivalence. The composition rC, = 
Of 0 h 0 K(r): K(rr.(flY)) + K(rr,(OX>> + OX + OY is a weak equivalence, 
hence a homotopy equivalence (notice that K(r * (0Y )> is a CW-complex and that 
RY has the same homotopy type of a CW-complex). Thus h 0 K(r)0 I,-’ is a right 
homotopy inverse of Of. 0 
Similar to Proposition 2.6, we give here a criterion for a map to admit a right 
homotopy inverse. In this case, the proof is very simple. 
Proposition 4.6. Let f : X --) Y be a map between CW-complexes which is split 
surjective on homotopy. (Thus r.+(Y) may be regarded as a subgroup of r.+(X).) 
Suppose the sequence Irr,(Y)) of subgroups of the homotopy groups of X may be 
realized by a CW-complex X’ and a map g : X’ +X. Then f has a right homotopy 
inverse. Hence 
cat X 2 max{ cat Y, cat Tr} . 
Proof. Let r:rTT*(Y)+r.+..X) be a right inverse of r.+(f). Since r,(g) is an 
isomorphism of rr*(X’) with r(z-,(Y)), r*(f og>:rr,(X’)-+r,(Y) is an iso- 
morphism. Therefore f 0 g is a weak equivalence, hence a homotopy equivalence. 
Let 4 : Y + X’ be a homotopy inverse of f 0 g, then g 0 $ is a right homotopy 
inverse of f. Thus cat X 2 cat Y. Since the loop functor fi preserves homotopies, 
Of also has a right homotopy inverse. From Proposition 4.2, cat X 3 cat Tf. 0 
In Proposition 4.6, if Y is a sphere, then we may replace the condition that 
r * (f > is split surjective by that rr * (f > is surjective. 
Proposition 4.7 (cf. [lo, 9.4, p. 1951). Let f: X+ S”. Zf rnTT,(f >: rJX> + rJSn) is 
surjective, then f admits a right homotopy inverse. Hence cat X > max12, cat TfI. 
Proof. Let w be the homotopy class of the identity map. rr,JSn) is the infinite cyclic 
group generated by w. Let [(Y] E rr,JX) be an element such that r,Jf )([cz]) = w. 
Hence f 0 a = 1 and (Y : S” *X is a right homotopy inverse of f, so that cat X 2 
cat S” = 2 and cat X2 cat Tf. 0 
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5. Category and homotopy group 
We now apply the mapping properties of the L-S category to discuss some 
relationships between the L-S categories and the homotopy groups of some 
special spaces. The discussion relies heavily on the following results about the 
categories of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces. 
(a) If G is a finitely generated Abelian group, then cat K(G, n> = 03 (n > 2), [l, 
Proposition 4.61. 
(b) If n > 1 is odd, then cat K(G, n) < 00 iff G=Qk with O<k<w and 
cat K(G, 1) < a, iff G is torsion free and of finite rank [9, Theorem 4.141. 
Proposition 5.1. Let X be an (n + Danticonnected H-CW-complex with finite 
category . 
(i) Zf n > 1 is odd, th en every nontrivial direct summand of T,,(X) is a rational 
vector space. In particular, T~(X> is a rational vector space. 
(ii) If n > 1 is even, then every nontrivial direct summand of z-,,(X) is not finitely 
genera ted. 
Proof. Let G be a direct summand of TV. From Remark 2.4(ii) we know that 
there exists a map f : K(G, n) +X such that rn(f >: G + T,JX) is the inclusion. 
Therefore r.+ (f > is split injective for every * . By Proposition 2.6, f has a left 
homotopy inverse, hence cat K(G, n) < cat X. The proposition follows from (a), 
(b) above. 0 
Finally, let us observe some spaces with infinite category. Suppose X has the 
homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces. Clearly the natural 
projection P : rIG= ,K(TJX), n> + K(TJX), n) has a right inverse, it follows that 
cat X = cat(rIz= ,K(T~(X), n)) > cat K(r,$X), n). J.C. Moore proved that a nec- 
essary and sufficient condition that a connected CW-complex has the homotopy 
type as a weak product of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces is that the Hurewicz map 
p: rj(X) + H,(X) has a left inverse for every i [lo, Theorem 1.9, p. 4201. 
Therefore we have 
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a connected CW-complex. If the Hurewicz map p : Z-~(X) 
-+ H,(X) has a left inverse for every i, then any of the following conditions implies 
cat X = co. 
(i) TV f ‘t 1 IS ml e y generated for some n > 2, 
(ii) rr 2k+l(X) is not a rational vector space for some k > 1. 
We know that if A4 is a simply connected admissible manifold (the real or 
rational cohomology H *(Ml is finitely generated and H’(M) z 0 for some i > O), 
then the loop space finM has infinite category; cf. [2]. By the decomposition of the 
(r - l)-connected r-tame H-spaces (r > 2) [4, Lemma 31, we obtain the following 
loop spaces with infinite category: If an (r - I)-connected r-tame space X (r > 3) 
satisfies that some Z-~(X) is finitely generated (n > 3) or some rzq(X) + Qk 
(q zz 2), then cat 0X= 00, 
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